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DoN WRIGHT

am a black hole, a collapser. I am a singularity in the spacetime continuum. I eat light. Gravity has overcome all physical
obstacles to my contraction. I am not a mere wisp of gas, an almost weightless planet, an unstable star expanded by the force of
my own stellar furnace, a white dwarf star held together only by
the electromagnetic force, nor a neutron star created within a supernova. No, I display the ultimate power of gravity over all other
forces, over all matter. Nothing can escape the contraction of matter beyond my event horizon, the point where nothing moving
less than the speed of light can escape me.
I am a singularity in the space-time continuum. The laws of
the universe stop at my event horizon. My laws reign within that
horizon. Light falls into my gravity field, and if it comes too
close, its path will bend, spiraling into my interior, never to
escape.
I am the ultimate in gravity. The gravity within me overcomes
all other forces and matter. That is not so everywhere. The electromagnetic force usually resists gravity. Atoms can hold onto other
atoms, forming stabled molecules which essentially will not contract under the negligible gravity field of a planet. The electromagnetic force is more potent than gravity in a white dwarf star,
holding the atoms together, disallowing contraction beyond the
inner orbits of the electrons. The "strong force," another of the
basic forces of the universe, is stronger, holding the neutrons together in a neutron star. Even it cannot resist the force of my
gravi ry. I am stronger than them all.
Once I was just a common cloud of interstellar gas, a large
cloud. A mild gravity field held me together. My density as a
cloud increased gradually through the action of gravity. The
atoms could not become very dense because of the vast empty
spaces between the electrons and the nucleus, but spots did form
within the cloud where my molecules collected. The electromagnetic force connected one atom to another. Dense spots condensed, forming larger dense spots. Planetary bodies of a sort were
created within me. Most of the atoms in these planetary bodies
were contracted into molecules. The random movements of the
atoms were no longer sufficient to hold them apart against the
pull of gravity.

I

I

was contracting rapidly now. At first the gas was spread quite
homogenously throughout the cloud. As I contracted, homogeneity was retained. I was shrinking faster, becoming denser. The
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homogenous quality of the cloud meant most of the matter condensed together, forming just one body. It took less than one million years to contract to this point.
The speed of contraction and the force of gravity bringing the
atoms together increased the heat of my interior, which was now
very dense. When the temperature reached twenty million degrees, the hydrogen atoms were forced together to make helium.
Fusion began. I had become a star. About one percent of my mass
was converted into energy, mostly in the form of light. The photons of light then began their journey outward to the edge of the
star and out into space. The photons exerted pressure on the infalling matter of my cloud, stopping my contraction .

I

was not a rypical star, not a mere million and a half kilometers across like a sun-size star. I was three hundred million kilometers in diameter. The orbit of the earth would fall inside me. I was
a blue supergianc, with thirty times the mass of the sun. The stellar winds emanating from me swept the excess gas, residue from
the original cloud, into space.
Supergiants are not noted for stability, especially the higher
energy stars like blue supergiants. We only last about a million
years. That is short on the stellar scale, compared to the ten billion year life expectancy of the sun . Supergiants rapidly deplete
the supply of hydrogen within, fusing it into helium . From such
action, I contracted slightly, and my core contracted more, raising
my heat to two hundred million degrees. A new process of fusion
began ; helium now fused into larger atoms. Newer phases of activity followed as the supply of helium was used. I was becoming
unstable now. Other forms of fusion began as the heat increased
to over a half billion degrees. Soon iron was forming at my core.
There is essentially no fusion beyond iron.
Then came the catastrophe. Fusion decreased drastically because
there was so much iron in my core. The heat at my core increased
dramatically. Suddenly, photon production stopped cold, and all
the energy of the fusion process was released instead as neutrinos,
which essentially do not interact with matter. They flashed to my
edge at the speed of light in less than ten minutes.
There was no more energy keeping me from contracting. No
more pesky photons of light pushed the matter away from my
core, or halted the course of gravity. The matter of my blue supergiant began contracting at great speed. Gravity would not be denied. The collapse of the core began minutes before the collapse of
the edge of the star, with gravity pulling at all the matter in the
supergiant, increasing the speed of my collapse.
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This is the last defiance against gravity. Even the "strong force"
is not infinitely strong. The contraction of a star with only four
solar masses would overcome the strong force, leaving no more
barriers against the ultimate will of gravity, and I had thirty solar
masses. In only hours, not years, my mass contracted the one hundred fifty million kilometers to the core. The surface never did
reach the core. Most of my mass as a supergiant had already contracted, reaching speeds up to ten percent the speed of light. This
large mass traveling at this great speed reached my center. The
heat increased exponentially to trillions of degrees. I exploded .
I was now a supernova: twenty solar masses exploding, expanding, generating prodigious amounts of photons, giving off more
light than the entire galaxy. All life within several light-years was
severely affected, most of it dying. A wave of high-powered cosmic rays, elementary particles hurled out at speeds up to half the
speed of light, swept through this arm of the galaxy, altering the
magnetic fields of many planets. The matter of my star exploded
at a much slower pace, moving away from the center at three
thousand kilometers per second. This explosion allowed neutronium and even denser states of matter to release. Mostly hydrogen
precipitated from these denser states of matter, forming a hot nebula that gave off different colors in different areas. Someday, other
stars will precipitate from that nebula.

I

was lucky. As most of the star exploded, the heat decreased.
My event horizon stabilized at a six kilometer diameter, trapping
five solar masses inside. I was moving, no longer at the center of
the expanding cloud of hydrogen that formed the nebula. Someday I will approach a stellar system. Maybe I will hit a star. Perhaps I will absorb part of it, with my event horizon expanding,
surrounding it, trapping it, changing me.
Sometimes I can feel gravity waves of others of my kind, but
there is no communication. I am alone. I can eat you. I am a
s.ngularity in space-time, a collapser. I am the ultimate expression
of gravity. I am a black hole.
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